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and skilled specialists in Eastern issues from Poland
and other countries in the region, for the purposes
of academia, the nation and public service...
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ORIGINS
EASTERN INSTITUTE IN WARSAW (1926-1939)

In introducing the history of Eastern Studies in Poland – which the modern day Centre for
East European Studies UW is rooted in – it is necessary to name at least two of the most important Sovietological institutions during the inter-war period.

The Institute’s main task was ideological development of young people and propagating the
ideas of the Promethean movement. The Orientalist Youth Club (established by Włodzimierz
Bączkowski and Władysław Pelc) played a significant part in the activation of young people,
especially university students. Lectures and publishing activity were conducted.
One of the practical tasks of the Institute was to prepare its students for the governmental and
diplomatic service in the East. The School of Eastern Studies operating as part of the Institute
was regarded as the institution to provide a comprehensive training for specialists in Eastern
issues and languages.
Outstanding specialists in Eastern and Oriental studies shared their knowledge with the Institute’s students, among them: Stanisław Siedlecki, Stanisław Korwin-Pawłowski, Ryochu Umeda, Ayaz Ischaki, Witold Jabłoński, Hadżi Seraja Szapszał, Giorgi Nakashydze and others.

Jan Kucharzewski (1876-1952),
chairman of the Eastern Institute
in Warsaw, author of the 7-volume
work “Od białego caratu do
czerwonego”

The Eastern Institute in Warsaw, Tepper Palace, 7 Miodowa str. – presently
the building does not exist (fot. Jarosław Zielinski’s archive)

Cover of the “Wschód/Orient”
journal published by the Eastern
Institute in Warsaw, editor-inchief W. Bączkowski (fot. Chełm
Digital Library)

East European Research Institute in Wilno
(1930-1939)
The creation of the institute was initiated by a group of professors at Stefan Batory University in Wilno. The institute’s main activity consisted of running the School of Political Science – three-year academic studies, whose most important elements were readings and lectures by national and foreign specialists. Its goal was the education and training of national
teaching personnel, especially those working in eastern provinces of Poland.
Within the framework of the scholarly activity of the East European Research Institute,
academic studies on the Soviet system were divided into three areas of research: the Soviet
economy, Soviet state legislation and national minority issues. The most important and influential members of the institute included, among others: Stefan Ehrenkreutz, Stanisław
Swianiewicz, Władysław Wielhorski, Seweryn Wysłouch and Wiktor Sukiennicki.

Stefan Ehrenkreutz
(1880-1945), creator of
the Eastern Institute
in Wilno, was the last
head of Stefan Batory
University. He died in
an NKVD prison in 1945

Seweryn Wysłouch
(1900-1968), professor at
the Eastern Institute
in Wilno. After the
war, he served as
a professor at the
University of Wrocław

Logo of the School of
Political Science run
by the East European
Research Institute in
Wilno

Wróblewski National Library in Wilno – the library housed the East European Research
Institute and School of Political Science (photo: www.ua.mfa.lt)

Wiktor Sukiennicki
(1901-1983), professor
of the Eastern
Institute in Wilno,
later imprisoned by
the NKVD
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Stanisław Swianiewicz
(1899-1997), professor of
the Eastern Institute
in Wilno. He was taken
prisoner by the NKVD
and was a witness to
the Katyn Massacre

Władysław Wielhorski
(1885-1967), director of
the Eastern Institute in
Wilno, imprisoned by the
NKVD

Stanisław Siedlecki
(1877-1939), chairman of
the Eastern Institute
in Warsaw
(1926-1939)
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ORIGINS
„OBÓZ” JOURNAL

Inspiration for the Centre can also be found in the Sovietological research carried out after World War II, focused entirely within Polish émigré communities. It is especially worth
noting the “Reduta” Eastern Institute in London, which published The Eastern Review and
ran so-called “Eastern Courses” – a series of open lectures and scholarly meetings.

The organisational and intellectual roots of the Centre for East European Studies stem from
the underground journal Obóz (‘Camp’, as in ‘communist bloc’) established in 1981 and edited throughout the 1980s by Jerzy Targalski, together with a small, sometimes changing
group, which included Andrzej Ananicz, Kazimierz Stembrowicz, Marek Pernal, Wojciech
Maziarski, Jan Malicki, Robert Bogdański, and later, also Leszek Hensel, Krzysztof Dębnicki,
Jolanta Sierakowska-Dyndo, Grażyna Gyłybow and Iwanyczo Gyłybow. From its inception,
Obóz, as stated in its sub-heading, focused on the “problems of nations in the communist
bloc.”

Jerzy Giedroyć has undoubtedly been the single most influential inspiration in the creation of the Centre for East European Studies. He was the creator and head of the émigré
Institute of Literature, editor of the inordinately influential publication “Kultura”, as well as
the author of the “ULB” concept – a conviction that Poland must cooperate with Ukraine,
Lithuania and Belarus, and that gaining independence by these countries, as well as good
relations with Poland, are of key significance, not only in terms of the security of Poland,
but indeed the entire region.
The Centre was created as a direct continuation of the work begun during the “Solidarność”
(Solidarity) period (namely, Obóz), which later carried over into underground publications,
but also into scholarly-organizational work (the underground East European Institute).

Cover and table of contents of the first
edition of Obóz

Further covers of Obóz. Volumes 1-20 were
published underground, while further
editions were published by the Centre for
East European Studies

BIO – INFORMATIONAL BULLETIN OF OBÓZ
Jan Malicki visiting Jerzy Giedroyć at Maisons Laffitte, 1990s

BIO was published in 1985-1989. It prepared news bulletins for the underground press,
which had an immense impact on the availability of news and information at the time.
The editing team included: Z. and A. Ananicz, R. Bogdański, A. Jarosiński, W. Maziarski,
K. Turlejski, K. Stembrowicz, A. Zambrowski and others.

EAST EUROPEAN
INSTITUTE (1983-1985)
The foundation on which the Centre for
East European Studies later built on was
the East European Institute, established
in autumn 1983 (Jan Malicki, as well
as Jerzy Chmielewski, Stefan Rakowski i Jerzy Kumaniecki). Unfortunately,
owing to the great difficulty in creating
a regular academic-analytical institution underground – and especially due
to the arrest of its creator – the initiative
was forced to cease it activity for a number of years.

ZONA was a publication for Communist
Bloc countries no. 1, 1988. published
in Hungarian and Czech. Ukrainian edition
was not published

Document declaring the creation of the
underground East European Institute, 1983
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Cover of “BIO –Information
Bulletin of Obóz”
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CREATION OF THE CENTRE FOR EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES

After 1989, it was decided that Obóz and its activities should be extended to include academic
coursework, thus continuing the efforts of the underground Institute of Eastern Europe. In
1990, thanks to the kindness of the Institute of Oriental Studies at the University of Warsaw,
the Seminar for Ethnic Problems of the Soviet Union and Central & Eastern Europe was established under the academic supervision of Professor Tadeusz Majda, an expert in Turkish
issues. This new entity was initiated by Andrzej Ananicz, Jan Malicki, and supported by Tadeusz Majda. The Centre’s first “headquarters” were located in the office of Prof. Majda, who
became its first director.

Somewhat later, after the fall of the USSR, it was decided to change the name of the institute
to the Centre for East European and Central Asian Studies. It was then modified to its current name – the Centre for East European Studies.

From left to right: Zofia Ananicz, Prof. Tadeusz Majda, Dr. Andrzej Ananicz

Project for the creation of the Seminar for Ethnic Problems of the Soviet Union
and Central & Eastern Europe

Official minutes from the meeting of the Senate of the University of Warsaw on 5 December
1990, during which the creation of the Centre for East European Studies was unanimously
accepted

Letter from UW Rector, Prof. Andrzej Kajetan Wróblewski, to the Dean of the Faculty of
Neophilology confirming the Centre’s change of name
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THE CENTRE’S EARLY YEARS

Jan Malicki with the Centre’s first mobile
phone, donated by Centertel and weighing
nearly half a kilogram

Professor Marek Śliwiński, 1994

Initially, the Centre only organized annual seminar and open lectures. Despite a difficult
first few years, the Centre’s contribution to Eastern issues was recognized by numerous
renowned lecturers, who generously offered their expertise to the Centre without recompense. One of them was Prof. Marek Śliwiński, who was the first to regularly come to lecture at the Centre while still employed as a lecturer at the University of Geneva.
Report summarizing the activities of the Centre and its future plans, 1991

The Centre’s curriculum for the 1992-93 academic year
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EAST EUROPEAN SUMMER SCHOOL
The East European Summer School is the Centre’s oldest initiative. It was established in
1991 and started offering courses as part of a three-week international visiting scholarship
programme in 1992. Each July, the Summer School offers academic sessions designed for
young researchers from former Soviet republics, Central Europe, but also from Western
Europe and America. The programme focuses on the region’s history and its contemporary affairs.

Fragment of the inaugurating lecture by Bronisław Geremek during the 7th EESS,
“Uniwersytet Kulturalny”, June 2000

The Summer School’s intention is to enable young researchers to become familiar with academic achievements in the field of Eastern Studies, meet new people and distinguished academics, and become informed of the availability of research resources in Polish archives and
libraries. Considering the extensiveness and scope of the programme, the Summer School is
unable to offer participants the opportunity of independent research work. It does, however,
prepare them for longer research visits to Poland in the future.

Director Jan Malicki and Prof. John Micgiel with 3rd EESS graduate, Andrii Deshchytsia
(former Ukrainian Acting Foreign Minister and current Ambassador of Ukraine to
Poland), Sala Złota, Pałac Kazimierzowski UW, 1994

Meeting with the President of Warsaw, Lech Kaczyński, during the 11th EESS, 2001.
From left to right: L. Kaczyński, J. Malicki, M. Rywkin, J. Madey, D. Maciak

Prof. Norman Davies during a lecture for participants of the 6th EESS in Wilno, 1997

The Summer School’s programme consists of lectures, panel discussions, as well as visits
to research institutions, archives and libraries in the city where the Summer School is taking place, as well as field trips and cultural events. Lecturers at the Summer School are the
most outstanding specialists in their subjects from around the world. Some of the lectures
are also published in Obóz and Przegląd Wschodni. The lectures are presented in Polish or
English, or the language of the country where the external sessions of the Summer School
take place (Lithuania, Belarus and Ukraine in 1996 and 1997). In 1997, the trip was accompanied by A. Gieysztor and J. Bardach (Warsaw), N. Davies (Oxford), D. Beauvois (Paris)
and M. Rywkin (New York). The professors were welcomed by the then President of Lithuania, Valdas Adamkus. The East European Summer School has hosted over 100 lecturers
and over 600 graduates from 26 countries.

Session during the 7th EESS at the University of Wilno. From left to right: M. Jackiewicz,
B. Savukynas, A. Gieysztor, M. Śliwiński, J. Malicki

Schedule for the first East European
Summer School, 1992
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Director Jan Malicki next to a poster for the
very first East European Summer School in the
corridor of the Institute of Oriental Studies
building UW, 1992
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EAST EUROPEAN SUMMER SCHOOL
Graduates, lecturers and organizers of the Summer School maintain contact though the
International East European Summer School Club, the only such organization in the entire
Eastern-Central European region. Reunions take place periodically – usually every two
years (Warsaw 2000, Brno 2002, Warsaw 2004, Kovno 2005, Kiev 2007, Ivano-Frankivsk
2008, Prague 2013). In celebration of the Centre’s 25th anniversary, a special Graduates and
Lecturers Reunion of the East European Summer School will take place in Warsaw this year.

Inaugural ceremony of the 13th East European Summer School, Sala Senatu UW, July 2003.
From left to right: J. Malicki, prof. S. Szuszkiewicz, Rector P. Węgleński, Pres. V. Adamkus,
Amb. D. Degutis

Participants of the 12th EESS with Krzysztof Zanussi, Sala Złota, Pałac Kazimierzowski UW,
2002

Memories of EESS graduates, “Uniwersytet Kulturalny”, July 2001

Meeting with the European
Commissioner for Enlargement,
Gunter Verheugen, University of
Wrocław, 12th EESS, 2002

Opinions concerning the EESS, “Uniwersytet
Kulturalny”, July 2001
Participants of the EESS Club reunion in Yaremcha, Ukraine 2008

Graduates of the 24th EESS, Main Campus, University of Warsaw, 2014
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EASTERN STUDIES
As of the 2000-01 academic year, the Centre also offers Post-Graduate Eastern Studies – previously consisting of two years, now one and a half year paid studies for individuals already
professionally involved in Eastern and Central Europe in government agencies, economic,
political or social institutions, the media, as well as anyone interested in the subject.

The crowning achievement of the work of the Centre’s staff was the introduction of Specialized
European Studies in 1998. The inauguration celebration took place on 26 October 1998, and
was attended by the Polish Prime Minister, Jerzy Buzek, who presented the first group of 17 students with their student registration cards. The Centre currently offers students specializations
in 6 different areas: Eastern Europe, Russia, Central Asia, the Caucasus, Central Europe and the
Balkans. Starting from the 2001-02 academic year, around 50% of the students of Eastern Studies are foreign exchange students from Eastern Europe, Central Asia and the Caucasus (initially
also from Central Europe and Russia) who are recipients of the 25 Scholarships for Eastern Studies. The program’s goal is to train young specialists from other countries in Eastern Studies.

Prime Minister Jerzy Buzek. Inauguration of the first academic year of Eastern Studies at
the Centre for East European Studies UW, Sala Senatu UW, 26 October 1998

Interview with Jan Malicki regarding Eastern Studies, “Rzeczpospolita”, 12 October 1998

Inauguration of Eastern Studies featuring Jan Nowak-Jeziorański, Sala Senatu UW,
13 October 2001. From left to right sitting: P. Węgleński, J. Nowak-Jeziorański, J. Malicki,
I. Kotańska. From left to right standing: A. Buczyński, D. Kolbaia, M. Śliwiński, A. Juzwenko,
M. Dakowski, T. Sławecki, T. Majda, D. Maciak

The first recipients of Eastern Studies scholarships with Prof. Tadeusz Świętochowski,
Sala Senatu UW, 2001. From left to right sitting: D. Kostianowska, T. Świętochowski..
From left to right standing: W. Misijuk, J. Lichtarowicz, P. Usov, L. Somchiszwili, E. Mażul,
H. Aliyeva, J. Szumski, A. Szczuka, S. Lipinin, G. Lagzi.

In 2011, the Centre was able to initiate M.A. “Eastern Studies” in Ukraine which is available
to students attending Kiev-Mohyla Academy, the Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv,
Prykarpattia National University in Ivano-Frankivsk, as well as Ostroh Academy.
The culmination of the work concerning the overall structure and shape of Eastern Studies
was the introduction of the 3-year B.A. in Eastern Studies program in 2012. The first B.A.
degree theses will be defended on the 25th anniversary of the founding of the Centre for
East European Studies.

Fragment of Jan Nowak-Jeziorański’s inaugural address for the 2001-02 Eastern Studies
academic year. 13 November 2001, “Uniwersytet Kulturalny”, July 2002
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FIELD TRIPS
An integral part of the Eastern Studies M.A. program is the obligatory academic field
trip for first-year students. Each year, Polish students visit a different region related to
their studies. So far, field trips have been organized to: Ukraine (1999), Belarus (2000),
Russia(2001), Transylvania (2002), Belarus (2003), Western Ukraine (2004), Left-bank
Ukraine (2005), South-East Ukraine (2006), the Baltic Countries (2007), Slovakia-Hungary-Romania-Ukraine (2008), Odessa-Crimea (2009), Ukraine-Belarus-Lithuania (2010),
Ukraine-Romania-Moldova-Transnistria (2011), Czech Republic-Slovakia-Hungary-Romania-Ukraine-Poland (2012), Belarus (2013), Ukraine-Slovakia(2014). The 2015 edition encompassed Hungary-Romania-Slovakia-Czech Republic.

Andrzej Buczyński’s account of the student field trip to Transylvania 2002, “Universytet
Kulturalny”, July 2002

Eastern Studies student field trips have increasingly become an integral part of the Centre’s
long list of activities. The spring dates, organizational planning, participation of professors
and student commitment have all been clearly laid out. The students are responsible for presenting a historical or cultural site and writing a paper about the history or contemporaneity
of the region. Looking back after a number of years, many students will say that the field trip
experience seems to be governed by a different set of rules than the time spent in Warsaw.
The experience is multiplied by various factors, including the time difference, liturgical calendar and distance to the communist past. Memories from various field trips overlap with
each other and it is sometimes difficult to put them in chronological order. Nonetheless, the
experiences remain forever deeply ingrained in the memory of each participant.

Scholarship students on a field trip in Lublin, 2007

During these field trips, students come into direct contact with the realities of life in Eastern European countries. During the two week tour, normal classes are suspended. The
students generally cover nearly 2000 km of ground and get the opportunity to visit many
cultural heritage sites, as well as meet with local elites. These contacts serve as platforms
for academic exchanges of ideas, literature or information concerning upcoming conferences and other events. The students also get to know each other better and overcome
different barriers. We hope that these experiences also serve them well in the future, as
each trip holds new organizational challenges and different academic goals.

In front of Varakļāni Palace in Latvia during a field trip through Lithuania-LatviaEstonia, 2007

Garden of the Crimean Tatar Museum of Art in Simferopol during a field trip to Southern
Ukraine with the participation of students from the University of Regensburg and Prof.
Jerzy Maćkow, 2009

Scholarship students always go on a field trip around Poland, following a historical or cultural roadmap. They visit many of the most interesting sites in Poland and present papers
related to them.

Scholarship students on a field trip to Kraków – Mount Kościuszko, 2009
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MAIDAN RESEARCH 2004 & 2013
December 2004 – Orange Revolution
In autumn 2004, electoral fraud in Ukraine during the Presidential elections caused a wave
of mass demonstrations to erupt in Kiev and the unprecedented interest of the Western
world in the situation in Ukraine. Poles also (even, especially) kept a keen eye on developments and even became involved, passing on aid and support to Ukrainians.
The decision for Eastern Studies students of the University of Warsaw to go to Ukraine in
order to conduct research “in the heat of the moment” came about suddenly, but in hindsight, and with respect to our scholarly interests, it was particularly appropriate. It was
a rare opportunity to witness history developing and for the students to participate in history, rather than simply hear about it in class.
Thus, classes in Warsaw were put on hold so that a group of nearly 60 people could travel to Kiev and conduct research from 8-13 December 2004. A questionnaire which Prof.
Marek Śliwiński had earlier prepared and utilized in Lithuania and Belarus was updated
and amended for the occasion.

December 2013 – Euromaidan
On 20-22 December 2013, during mass protests in Ukraine, which erupted as a result of
the government refusing to sign an association and free trade agreement with the European Union, a group of 65 students and workers of the Centre for East European Studies
once more set off to Kiev to conduct field research.

Students of the Centre for East European Studies with Ukrainian politician and protest
participant Yuriy Lutsenko at the entry to Euromaidan, December 2013

The main goal of the research was to get to know the opinions of Ukrainian citizens on
the changes taking place in their country and the hopes and expectations which they had
attached to these changes. How they viewed various nations and nationalities in political,
economic and national security terms was also studied. The long term goal was to observe
how these views evolved over time and investigate what their direct causes might be. The
research and continued observation of these transformations allows for a more accurate
prognosis of the developing situation in Ukraine.

Students and lectures in the “tent city” erected during the Orange Revolution protests
in Maidan, Kiev, 2004

On the basis of 313 completed questionnaires, a special report (Raport z badań. Kijów
grudzień 2004. Edycja specjalna z okazji wizyty Prezydenta Wiktora Juszczenki na Uniwersytecie Warszawskim) was edited by lecturer Dr. Mariusz Kowalski and subsequently published. Using the original questionnaire results, students in later years have carried out
comparative research studies in various regions of Ukraine (2005) and Kiev (2007).

Students and workers of the Centre for East European Studies conducting research
in Kiev, December 2013

The students interviewed Ukrainian citizens in various parts of Kiev – Maidan, the so-called
“anti-Maidan” – Mariyinsky Park, train stations, post offices, in the streets, cafes, etc. Each
interview required around one hour to complete and was conducted in Ukrainian, Russian
or English.
On 29 January 2014, the initial findings of 361 questionnaires conducted in December, and
the preliminary results of comparisons with previous questionnaires, were presented at the
University of Warsaw. The presentation is available in electronic form at the Centre’s website – www.studium.uw.edu.pl

Bilingual copy of the Kiev-Maidan research report signed by Viktor Yushchenko
presented to the President of Ukraine during his visit to Warsaw on 12 April 2005
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SCHOOL OF EASTERN LANGUAGES
The School of Eastern Languages gives language instruction in “Eastern” languages of former countries of the USSR and Communist Bloc, as well as Middle Eastern, Far Eastern,
Oriental and African languages. In Poland, many of these languages are only available at
the School of Eastern Languages (for example, Chechen, Urdu).

Currently the School of Eastern Languages offers courses in the following languages: Albanian, Arabic, Armenian Azerbaijani, Belarusian, Bulgarian, Chinese, Croatian, Chechen,
Czech, Estonian, Greek, Georgian, Hebrew, Hindi, Indonesian, Japanese, Kazakh, Korean,
Lithuanian, Latvian, Mongolian, Persian, Russian, Romanian, Serbian, Swahili, Turkish,
Tibetan, Ukrainian , Urdu, Uzbek, Vietnamese and Yiddish
lektoraty.sjw@uw.edu.pl
The language teachers of the School of Eastern Languages are all highly experienced and
include, among others: Andżelika Adamczyk (Hebrew), Jolanta Ambroziak (Serbian),
Nadzieja Dejneka (Russian), Olga Deszko (Russiani), Helena Gierowska (Ukrainian), Dorota Haftka-Isik (Turkish), Kazimierz Jurczak (Romanian), Sofio Jvania (Georgian), Shahla
Kazimova (Azerbaijiani), Yoke Cheng Lau-Wojciechowska (Chinese), Abdel Kader Mousleh (Arabic), Teresa Piotrowska-Małek (Czech), Svitlana Romaniuk (Ukrainian, Russian),
Kamila Stanek (Turkish), Sylwia Surdykowski (Persian), Agata Szczukowa (Czech), Olgierd
Uziembło (Chinese), Simeonka Veleva (Bulgarian), Margarita Woźniakowska (Armenian),
Katarzyna Wyszpolska Japanese), Aleksandra Zielińska (Russian).
Moreover, as of 2005, the School of Eastern Languages organizes Intense Summer Holiday
Language Courses in July, which are open for registration to everyone, and additionally include: Spanish, French, Portuguese, Hungarian and Italian. www.sjw.uw.edu.pl
The School of Eastern Languages has been operating since 1999 as part of the Centre for
East European Studies. Originally, it was only intended for students of Eastern Studies; currently, however, anyone interested may register for courses. The School of Eastern Languages is a part of the Faculty of Oriental Studies at the University of Warsaw. It is run by Inga
Kotańska and the teaching staff is composed of academic instructors and native speakers
with didactic experience.

An anthology, “O języku i nie tylko”, edited by K. Jurczak, I.Kotańska and J. Sadowski, was
published under the auspices of the School of Eastern Languages. The volume is dedicated
to the memory of Elżbieta Sroka-Świrska (pictured), a lecturer for many years at the
school that suddenly passed away in 2011

Georgian Language Class – lector Sophio Jvania (third from the left)
Issa Adajew (1956-2012) – leader of
the Chechen diaspora in Poland,
Director of the National Museum in
Grozny, translator, poet, graphic
designer and Chechen language
lecturer at the School of Eastern
Languages for many years

In 2014, as part of the School of Eastern Languages UW series “JĘZYKI I KULTURY ŚWIATA”
(Languages and Culture of the World), a textbook for Ukrainian language instruction was published: “Ukraina – Polsza. Dialog kultur”, written
by Ołeksandra Antoniw, Switłana Romaniuk and
Ołena Synczak. The textbook is intended for Polish intermediate-level students of Ukrainian.

Armenian Language Class – lector Margarita Yeremian-Woźniakowska (first from the left)

Yoke Cheng Lau-Wojciechowska
– Chinese language lector
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GRADUATES
In 2010, the Centre for East European Studies celebrated the 10th anniversary since its first
graduates left the Potocki Palace UW with their “M.A. Specialist in Eastern Studies” diplomas in hand. To celebrate this occasion, the Centre organized the First Reunion of Eastern
Studies Graduates of the University of Warsaw on 2-3 October.

Prime Minister Jerzy Buzek with lecturers of the Centre for East European Studies
during the graduation ceremony for M.A. Eastern Studies graduates, Sala Balowa, Pałac
Potockich UW, 2002. Back row, from left to right: D. Maciak, W. Marciniak,
D. Kolbaia, A. Buczyński. Front row: A. Bosiacki, J. Malicki, J. Buzek

From 1998-2014, out of a total of 539 individuals that studied Eastern Studies, 272 have
gone on to defend their M.A. thesis – 119 Polish students and 153 scholarship students.

Inauguration of the First Reunion of Eastern Studies Graduates with the then Vice-Rector
of the University of Warsaw, Marcin Pałys, Warsaw, 2 October 2010. From left to right:
M. Jelonkiewicz, M.Pałys, J. Malicki, L. Moczulski

The inauguration was attended by such distinguished guests as Prof. Marcin Pałys, then
Vice-Rector of the University of Warsaw. On the second day of the reunion the conference,
“Co wiemy o Wschodzie? – Absolwenci Studiów Wschodnich 2000-2010” (What do we know
about the East? – Graduates of Eastern Studies 2000-2010) took place. During the reunion,
four of the best students were distinguished by Director J. Malicki – Wojciech Konończuk,
Aleksandra Zamarajewa, Maciej Falkowski and Anna Maria Dyner. Their M.A. theses promotor, Prof. Włodzimierz Marciniak was also honored. Director Malicki also expressed
special gratitude to Prof. Marek Śliwiński, the Centre’s first lecturer, who regularly travelled
from Geneva to provide lectures for the students.
Four years later, graduates of the Centre for East European Studies met once more for the
Second Reunion of Eastern Studies Graduates on 13-14 December 2014 in the village of
Jachranka. The second day was dedicated to the conference, “Kuźnia Kadr… – Absolwenci
Studiów Wschodnich” (The Academic Forge… – Graduates of Eastern Studies). This time,
Przemysław Prętkiewicz, Pavel Dobrouski, Stefaniya Kavaleuskaya, Ewa Polak, Mariusz
Podgórski, Tetiana Khaver, Katarzyna Dydyna and Karina Melnytska were distinguished
among the top-performing students.

Participants of the First Reunion of Eastern Studies Graduates, Main Campus, University of
Warsaw, 3 October 2010

The overwhelming majority of our graduates work in careers to do with “the East” – in government agencies, diplomacy, education institutions, analytical institutions, the media or nongovernment organizations. There are not many university specializations which guarantee so
many of their graduates work in their “area of expertise”, but also simply a career. University
studies are elite. After all, should everything in the 21st century be intended for global and
mass consumption? Our graduates work in the most important government institutions in
the Republic of Poland – the Chancellery of the President, Chancellery of the Prime Minister,
various ministries (especially the Ministry of Foreign Affairs) and other central state institutions. A number of our graduates have gone on to work as journalists in important media
centers. As well, a large number of our graduates are engaged in scholarly and research work
at the University of Warsaw, Polish Academy of Sciences and other academic institutions.
Some graduates have made a career for themselves in non-governmental institutions – foundations and organizations dealing with the East. They also form a significant part of the main
“Eastern think-tank” in Poland – the Centre for Eastern Studies (OSW). A number of our
graduates have already defended their Ph.D. theses, while others are close to their goal. One
of our graduates has even received a habilitation.

Participants of the Second Reunion of Eastern Studies Graduates, Library of the University
of Warsaw, 13 December 2014

In order to commemorate these two reunions, the Centre published a special album –
“Corpus Studiosorum” in two parts: TOMUS I 2000-2010 and TOMUS II 2010-2014. The
albums contain photographs and information regarding each graduate, student registers
and photographs of each group. They also include photographs of all the Eastern Studies
lecturers, as well as chronicles of the reunions.

“Corpus Studiosorum” commemorative album published for Eastern Studies Graduates

Top Graduate of 2002 – Jakub Jędras receives a specially engraved commemorative watch
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STAFF OF THE CENTRE FOR EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES
Sometimes hidden somewhere in the shadows of the “Centre” is its staff. This talented
group of excellent full/part-time lecturers and guest lecturers, as well as the highly professional administration staff, makes every effort for each of the Centre’s projects to culminate
in success. Put simply, the Centre’s staff is the most important reason for its success!

Adam Balcer, Dr. Błażej Brzostek, Andrzej Buczyński, Prof. Joanna Gierowska-Kałłaur, Dr.
Rigels Halili, Prof. Aleksandra Hnatiuk, Prof. Kazimierz Jurczak, Dr. Shahla Kazimova, Dr.
Tomasz Knothe, Dr. David Kolbaia, Inga Kotańska, Dr. Paweł Kowal, Prof. Mariusz Kowalski, Dr. Jerzy Kozakiewicz, Col. Tadeusz Krząstek, Dr. Dariusz Maciak, Dir. Jan Malicki, Prof.
Włodzimierz Marciniak, Dr. Mariusz Maszkiewicz, Marek Menkiszak, Dr. Witold Rodkiewicz, Dr. Wiktor Ross, Prof. Jakub Sadowski, Dr. Jerzy Targalski, Prof. Andrei Vardomatski,
Dr. Ludwika Włodek, Dr. Kazimierz Wóycicki, Prof. Leszek Zasztowt, Prof. Elżbieta Znamierowska-Rakk, Prof. Andrzej Żbikowski and Dr. Andrzej Ananicz (currently on leave).

Dir. Jan Malicki, winner of the Jerzy Giedroyć Award 2013, under the patronage of the
office of the Polish President, “Rzeczpospolita”, 13 December 2013

60th birthday of Prof. Leszek Zasztowt (seated), Sala Narożna, Pałac Potockich UW
Standing from left to right: A. Hnatiuk, T. Krząstek, J. Malicki, D. Kolbaia,
I. Kotańska, S. Kazimova, K. Jurczak, D. Maciak, R. Halili, D. Brutyan,
S. Krawczyk, L. Włodek, W. i J. Ross, A. Ananicz, M. Piekarski, M. Kamińska

At the start of the Centre’s activity in 1990, the governing body of the University of Warsaw
appointed Prof. Tadeusz Majda, a distinguished Turkologist from the Institute of Oriental
Studies, as director of the Centre for East European Studies. Jan Malicki and Andrzej Ananicz were responsible for all organizational, academic and publishing work. After the latter left
the Centre government work, Jan Malicki was left in sole charge of these responsibilities, later
officially taking over the directorship of the Centre. Sometime later the staff was augmented
with the arrival of Dariusz Maciak, Inga Kotańska and Marek Śliwiński, arriving from Geneva
to give lectures.

A large portion of lecturers have been visiting professors, mostly from abroad, who have
come to the Centre to present monographic lectures. Among them, there have been such distinguished figures as: Prof. Egidijus Aleksandravicius (Kovno), Prof. Daniel Beauvois (Paris),
Prof. Norman Davies (Oxford), Prof. Mirosław Hroch (Prague), Prof. Aleksiej Miller (Budapest-St. Petersburg), Prof. Bohdan Osadczuk (Berlin), Prof. Emil Pain (Moscow), Prof. Rudolf
Pichoja (Moscow), Prof. Richard Pipes (Harvard), Prof. Mykoła Riabchuk (Kiev), Prof. Jerzy
Pomianowski (Kraków), Prof. Michael Rywkin (New York), Prof. Andrzej Sulima-Kamiński
(Washington, D.C.), Prof. Tadeusz Świętochowski (New York), Prof. Stanisław Szuszkiewicz
(Minsk), Prof. Arif Yunusov (Baku), Prof. Alexander Rondeli (Tbilisi), Prof. Stepan Grigorjan
(Yerevan), Prof. Ihor Tsependa (Ivano-Frankivsk), Prof. Zbigniew Kruszewski (El Paso).
Each year the Centre’s staff is reinforced by distinguished American scholars, who share
their experience and knowledge with us. Starting in the 2003-04 academic year, they began cooperating with the Centre under the auspices of the “Fulbright Distinguished Chair
in East European/Eurasian Studies” – one of only a few such Fulbright faculties in the
world. The faculty has been chaired by Prof. Jane Curry (Santa Clara University), Prof. Jack
Bielasiak (Indiana University), Prof. Jan Kubik (Rutgers University), Prof. Theodore Weeks
(South Illinois University), Prof. Owen Johnson (Indiana University-Bloomington), Prof.
Stuart Loory (Missouri University), Prof. Angela Brintlinger (University of Wisconsin) and
Prof. Raymond Taras (Tulane University).

Team meeting in Pułtusk, 27 March 2011. From left to right: A. Gryźlak, I. i M. Śliwińscy,
A. Buczyński, D. Maciak, K. Jurczak, K. Wóycicki, J. Kozakiewicz, J. Malicki, D. Kolbaia,
K. Brala, E. Przyborowska, W. Rodkiewicz, I. Kotańska, E. Lemieszek, J. Gierowska-Kałłaur,
M. Kowalski, L. Zasztowt, E. Sroka-Świrska, T. Krząstek

The Centre’s many projects and daily activity require an enormous amount of administrational and organizational work. This heavy load falls on the shoulders of the Centre’s very
able administration team. The team has grown from 2-3 people at the beginning of the Centre’s activity, to over 20 full-time and part-time workers, including: Krystyna Brala, Diana
Brutyan, Katarzyna Burzyńska, Magdalena Chludzińska, Aleksandra Gryźlak, Magdalena
Kamińska, Joanna Łukaszuk, Krzysztof Łukjanowicz, Jerzy Malicki, Andrzej Mirończuk,
Krzysztof Nieczypor, Michał Piekarski, Elżbieta Przyborowska, Anton Saifullayeu, Oleksander Skydan, Elżbieta Stasiak, Teresa Szumska, Katarzyna Widźgowska, Łukasz Wieremiejuk, Maciej Wilczyński, Sylwia Wójtowicz, Katarzyna Wyszpolska.

Prof. Richard Pipes in the company of students and scholarship recipients, Centre for East
European Studies, 1999

Gradually the Centre’s staff expanded. An important milestone was the addition of the first
East European Summer School in 1992, but of even more significance was the start of regular M.A. Eastern Studies in 1998. Altogether, there have been 154 Eastern Studies lecturers
during the period from 1998-2014. A number of them became full or part time lecturers
leading regular courses. At present this group contains over 30 individuals:

Members of the Centre’s administration team. Bottom: M. Wilczyński. From left to right
M. Chludzińska, T. Szumska, E. Przyborowska, A. Skydan, K. Brala, D. Brutyan, A. Gryźlak,
J. Łukaszuk, A. Saifullayeu, E. Stasiak, K. Widźgowska, Ł. Wieremiejuk, M. Moniak, S. Wójtowicz,
K. Nieczypor
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WEEC
WARSAW EAST EUROPEAN CONFERENCE
The WEEC is the Centre’s largest academic and organizational event of the year. This annual
international English-language conference was modelled on the “Association for the Study of
Nationalities” (ASN), one of the largest international academic organizations in the region.

Following the academic portion of the conference, participants also have the opportunity
to take part in the conference’s cultural program, which includes film screenings, concerts,
special presentations, etc.

The first conference took place in 2004 and was attended by Lech Wałęsa. 2013 was the 10th
anniversary of the WEEC.

Andrzej Wajda speaks at the 2008 WEEC. In the background are photographs of recently
deceased former UW Rector, Stanisław Głąb and former Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs,
Bronisław Geremek, Aula Starego BUW

President Lech Wałęsa during the inauguration of the 2004 WEEC, Auditorium Maximum UW

WEEC participants come from Poland, as well as former countries of the USSR – mostly
from countries such as Ukraine, Belarus, Russia, Lithuania, Kazakhstan, Georgia, but even
from such faraway places as Taiwan. Participants also come from Western European countries such as Germany, Italy, Great Britain, as well as the United States, Canada and many
other countries from all over the world.

Inaugural ceremony of WEEC 2005, Aula Starego BUW. From left to right: J. Malicki,
B. Geremek (+ 2008), W. Tygielski, K. Skubiszewski (+ 2010)

President Valdas Adamkus presents the opening lecture at the 2011 WEEC, Aula Starego BUW
Minister Sikorski hosts special guests of the 2013 WEEC at the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, from left to right: Andrei Sannikau,
Stanisław Szuszkiewicz, Radosław Sikorski, Jan Malicki, Ihor
Cependa

The conference is based on a system of panels with accordingly themed lectures. The main
event of the conference program is the “Round Table” – a discussion between various invited experts and specialists from various fields.

Prof. Rudolf Pichoja, President Leonid Kravchuk, Prof. Stanisław Szuszkiewicz – Round
Table, 2014 WEEC, Aula Starego BUW

Prof. Leszek
Balcerowicz delivers
the opening lecture
of the 2014 WEEC

WEEC organizational team. From left to right: J. Kowalczyk, D. Barkała, A. Bielska,
I. Gongało, D. Wieczorek, A. Szulc, A. Zymnin
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CONFERENCES
Although the Centre’s largest conference is the WEEC - Warsaw East European Conference, each
year the Centre also organizes many other conferences and academic events. Some of them are
cyclical, while others are one-time events. It would be impossible to name them all here, but below
are a few worthy of more detailed attention.

Diploma issued to Prof. Richard Pipes on the occasion of his 90th birthday

On 17 September 2013, the anniversary of the 1939 Soviet invasion of Poland, the Centre for East European Studies UW organized an academic conference on the occasion of
the 90th birthdays of three outstanding professors: Richard Pipes, Piotr Wandycz and
Zbigniew Wójcik. All three professors were engaged in issues to do with Russia, Ukraine
and Central-Eastern Europe. They achieved renown and gained respect for their work, not
only in Poland, but all over the world. The conference was attended by, among others; Prof.
Andrzej Nowak, Prof. Marek Kornat, Prof. Hiroaki Kuromiya, Prof. Rudolf Pichoja, Prof.
Csaba Kiss, Prof. Teresa Chynczewska-Hennel and Prof. Jarosław Hrytsak.

Program of the first East European Students’ Conference, 2001

One of the cyclical conferences is the “East European Students’ Conference” organized by
the Centre’s “Students’ Scientific Club” since 2001.
The conference, “History and Contemporary State of Eastern Studies” took place on
26-28 October 2008, and was the first conference dedicated to the subject of Eastern Studies, historiography, as well as institutions and individuals engaged in “Eastern” research.

Participants of the Promethean Conference 2013. From left to right, back row: D. Kolbaia,
A. Gryźlak, N. Yaqublu, Z. Gasimov. Front row: T. Krząstek, G. Mamulia, B. Sadykova,
J. Malicki, V. Piskun, S. Kazimova
Participants of the conference dedicated to the memory of Jerzy Giedroyć during the
session, “The State, direction and Needs of Polish Eastern Policy 10 years after the death
of Jerzy Giedroyć”. From left to right: J. Malicki, B. Sienkiewicz, P. Kowal, A. Halicki,
H. Szlajfer, A.Z. Kamiński, B. Berdychowska. The session was opened by H. Litwin, then Polish
Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs

Starting in 2011, each year the Centre for East European Studies UW and the journal,
Nowy Prometeusz (New Prometheus) organize an international conference dedicated to
“Prometheanism”. Besides Poland, scholars from Ukraine, Russia, Azerbaijan, Georgia,
Kazakhstan, France and Germany have lectured at the conference. Participants engage in
issues pertaining to the history of the Promethean Movement in Poland, as well as in countries and nationalities enslaved by the USSR.

On 24-25 April 2009, the Centre organized the conference, “Wolność i bezpieczeństwo
narodów Europy Środkowej i Wschodniej w XIX/XX w.” (Freedom and National Security in Central and Eastern Europe in the 19th and 20th centuries). It was supervised by
Prof. Elżbieta Znamierowska-Rakk. The session gave participants the opportunity to view
the titular subject matter through the prism of specialists from countries in the region.
The Centre commemorated the 10th anniversary of the passing of Jerzy Giedroyć with a special academic session entitled, “Jerzy Giedroyć: Polityka-Kultura-Wschód. 10 lat po
odejściu Redaktora”, which took place on 14 September 2010. Participants of the session
not only paid tribute to the great editor and author, but also discussed the void left by him
and the future of Polish eastern policy.

Conference celebrating the 90th
birthdays of Prof. Richard Pipes,
Piotr Wandycz and Zbigniew
Wójcik, Sala Senatu UW, 17
September 2013. From left to right:
J. Malicki, R. Pipes, R. Pichoja

Honorary Standard Bearer and Color Guard of the Polish Army, holy mass in honor
of “Prometheists” from Poland and abroad, Visitationist Church, Warsaw, Promethean
Conference, 2011
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ST. G. PERADZE ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL CAUCASIAN CONFERENCE
AND OTHER CONFERENCES DEDICATED TO THE CAUCASUS

The St. G. Peradze Annual International Caucasian Conference has been organized by the
Centre since 2002, and concerns historical issues, as well as the contemporary countenance
of the Caucasus. From its inception, Dr. David Kolbaia, head of the Centre’s Caucasian
Studies seminar, has acted as the session’s initiator, organizer and academic supervisor.

Saint Grigol Peradze was born 13 September 1899 in Bakurciche (Kacheti Province), Georgia. He was a priest in the Georgian Church and a soldier in the defense of Georgian independence against the Bolsheviks in 1921. He later emigrated and lived out the rest of his
life abroad. He was a scholar and publisher of the history of the Church and biographies of
saints. In 1933, he became a Professor of Patrology and head of the Patrological seminar at
the Faculty of Orthodox Theology, University of Warsaw.
In May 1942, he was arrested by the Gestapo in Warsaw. In November that same year, he
was sent to Auschwitz. There, sacrificing his life in exchange for the lives of other prisoners,
his life ended on 6 December 1942.
Each year, this date is commemorated by the Centre and participants of the conference by
laying wreaths under the plaque located on the wall of the University of Warsaw’s Institute
of History. The plaque commemorates professors of the University of Warsaw, murdered
during the Second World War, among them St. Grigol Peradze.

Title page of the St. Grigol Peradze 10th
Annual Caucasian Conference
Program, 2012

President of Georgia, Giorgi
Saakashvili – special guest at the St.
Grigol Peradze 10th Annual Caucasian
Conference, Sala Senatu UW, 6 December
2012

Each year Caucasian scholars from all over the world attend the conference. The sessions
are also distinguished by special guests, including members of the clergy and politicians
from Caucasian nations. The conference has received the honorary patronage of the Office
of Presidents Lech Kaczyński and Bronisław Komorowski.
Selected lectures from the conference are later printed in the Centre’s academic journal
“Pro Georgia. Journal of Kartvelological Studies”.

Wreaths laid each year under the plaque outside the Institute of History at the
inauguration of the St. Grigol Peradze Sessions. Wreaths laid by the delegations of Polish
President Bronisław Komorowski, Georgian President Giorgi Margvelashvili and the
Centre for East European Studies, 6 December 2014

As of 2003, the Centre’s Caucasian Studies Seminar organizes an annual Caucasian conference, hosted by students, graduates and lecturers of the Centre’s Caucasus specialization. During these sessions, lectures are presented on the history and contemporaneity of
the Caucasus.

Special mass in honor of the 70th anniversary of the martyr’s death of St. Grigol Peradze,
Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum, 9 December 2012, attended by President Saakashvili
and members of the Georgian clergy

11th Conference of Caucasian Studies hosted by the Centre’s Caucasian Studies Seminar,
Sala Narożna, Pałac Potockich UW, 2013. Students and lecturers of the Centre for East
European Studies. Seated from left to right: T. Knothe, T. Świętochowski, W. Ross, D. Kolbaia

The first conference “Caucasus after 1991” – part of the series of international Caucasian
conferences in memory of St. Grigol Peradze – took place on 6-7 December 2013. The conference gathered young Caucasian Studies scholars from various academic backgrounds, including: ethnology, political science, history and international relations. During the course
of 6 sessions, participants presented the results of their research and discussed such issues
as the social and cultural aspects of transformation in Trans-Caucasian countries, the role
of the region in international relations and security. The conference is scheduled to take
place every two years.

Inauguration of the St. Grigol Peradze 11th Annual Caucasian Conference, Sala Senatu
UW, 6 December 2014, From left to right: J. Michałowski (Chief of the Polish Presidential
Chancellery), G. Margvelashvili (President of Georgia), T. Tomaszewski (UW Rector),
Dir. J. Malicki, Dr. D. Kolbaia
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Przegląd Wschodni
Przegląd Wschodni (Eastern Review) is a quarterly academic journal published in conjunction with the Centre for East European Studies since 1991. It is dedicated to the history of
Eastern Europe and Russia as a cultural-political region from the Middle Ages up to contemporary times. The most outstanding scholars of history, culture and art history, literature, linguistics, geography, demography, ethnology and other subjects, undertake to analyse
a broad range of issues related to the region’s common cultural heritage and differences between nations inhabiting the region.

The works of authors from different countries in the region are published on the pages of
Przegląd Wschodni, often reflecting different points of view on the subject at hand. In this
way, the reader is able to compare Polish research with related research conducted in other
countries. Przegląd Wschodni also publishes the works of laureates of the Przegląd Wschodni Awards.
In 2015, two special anniversary-edition volumes of Przegląd Wschodni, No. 50 and 51,
were published.

The editorial committee is composed of Jan Malicki (editor) and Jolanta Sikorska-Kulesza
(managing editor). The editing office is headed by Michał Piekarski. Members of the Przegląd Wschodni international advisory board are amongst the most outstanding scholars
and researchers in Poland and the world.

Cover and table of contents of the 50th
volume of Przegląd Wschodni, anniversary
edition, 2015

Both these anniversary-edition volumes are
not only much thicker content-wise, but they
also signify the first time Przegląd Wschodni has been published in Polish, English and
in regional languages; Belarusian, Ukrainian
and Russian. Each text is accompanied by
a summary, which is also in Lithuanian.

Cover and table of contents of the first edition of Przegląd Wschodni, 1991

The subject of works published in Przegląd Wschodni is the broadly understood Eastern
European region, which is sometimes expanded to include Siberia, the Kingdom of Poland
or even Galicia. Chronologically it encompasses the Middle Ages all the way to the present,
with a special emphasis on the turn of the 19th and 20th century and the interwar period. An
important contribution of Przegląd Wschodni to the academic world is the publication of
source materials.

Cover and table of contents of the 51st
volume of Przegląd Wschodni, anniversary
edition, 2015

Members of the Przegląd Wschodni organizing team, Stefan Rakowski (+ 2000) and Inga
Kotańska, Pałac Staszica in Warsaw, 1993
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„PRZEGLĄD WSCHODNI” AWARD
Since 1994, the Przegląd Wschodni Award is presented to the most outstanding academic
works of literature on the subject of Eastern Europe. This prestigious award is well-respected by the Eastern Studies academic community, which is evidenced by the growing interest afforded it each year by authors and publishers, both in Poland and abroad. Amongst
its laureates are individuals with various academic backgrounds, including history, law, political science and ethnology. It is also an international award and past winners come from
such places as Belarus, France, Germany, Lithuania, Russia, Sweden and the United States.
Works that are singled out by the jury are innovative in their approach, their subject matter
and relevant to contemporary public life.

Przegląd Wschodni editor J. Malicki, moments before the start of the Przegląd Wschodni
Award 2002 Presentation Gala, Sala Balowa, Pałac Potockich UW, 2003

First Przegląd Wschodni Award 1993 Presentation Gala, Sala Złota, Pałac Kazimierzowski UW,
24 February 1994, Members of the Jury and Laureates. From left to right: M. Karp (+ 2004),
A. Gieysztor (+ 1999), S. Nicieja, E. Małachowicz, T. Jaroszewski (+ 2000), J. Malicki

Laureates of the Przegląd Wschodni Award 2013, Sala Balowa, Pałac Potockich
UW, 2014. From left to right: W. Kieżun, H. Wisner, T. Smirnowa, D. Frick, A. Jankowska-Marzec

Przegląd Wschodni Award jury members in the Wspólnota Polska building, 1995.
From left to right: A. Gieysztor (+ 1999), A. Ajnenkiel (+ 2015), J.M. Nowakowski, I. Kotańska,
S. Mossakowski, A. Chodkiewicz
Special volume commemorating Przegląd Wschodni Award laureates, published on the
occasion of the award’s 15th anniversary, 2007

Laureates of the Przegląd Wschodni Award 1995 , Sala Złota, Pałac Kazimierzowski UW, 1996.
From left to right: J. Ostrowski, J. Petrus, R. Aftanazy (+ 2004)

Jury member, Adolf Juzwenko, congratulates 2004 Przegląd Wschodni Award laureate,
Anne Applebaum, Sala Balowa, Pałac Potockich UW, 2010
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PUBLICATIONS
The Centre’s newest publishing venture is the English-language yearly, Warsaw East European Review (WEER), which contains the most outstanding lectures presented at the
annual Warsaw East European Conference (WEEC), dedicated to various problems in the
post-Soviet world. The editing committee is composed of Jerzy
Kozakiewicz (chief editor), Konrad Zasztowt (managing editor), as well as Jan Malicki, John Micgiel and Wiktor Ross. In
2015, the fifth volume in the series will appear.

During the Centre for East European Studies 25 year existence, besides didactic activities,
coordinating scholarship programs and organizing academic meetings and conferences, it
has (and continues to) actively be involved in the realm of publishing.
In the section introducing the Centre’s origins, the publication Obóz – founded in 1981
– was mentioned. This periodical continues
to be issued even now, with 53 volumes published to date. This year a special anniversary
edition of Obóz will be published, containing
articles by Eastern Studies graduates.

In 1998, the series Biblioteka Obozu (OBÓZ Library), first published underground, ceased to exist. It
was replaced by a new series, albeit with similar interest: Bibliotheca Europae Orientalis. The books found in its frames have been divided into three sections:
1) Studia 2) Fontes and 3) Didactica. Over 15 volumes have
been published in the series to date, containing articles written or edited by lecturers from the Centre for East European
Studies.

It is also worth noting a few other publications published by the Centre for East European Studies. Two of them are inactive at
the moment. The first of these, Bibliografia
Europy Wschodniej (East European Bibliography – Poland-Lithuania-Belarus-Ukraine-Russia), was started in 1997. This series
contained bibliographies of academic works
in different branches of the humanities published after 1991 in Poland, Lithuania, Belarus,
Ukraine and Russia, and devoted to East European issues. It was published in independent volumes, with each volume related to
a single East European country. 10 volumes
were published. Another one of the Centre’s
periodical on the inactive list is the bi-annual,
Informator Wschodni (Eastern Guidebook)
edited by Dr. Dariusz Maciak and published
in conjunction with the Centre for Eastern
Studies (OSW). Informator Wschodni provided information concerning Polish institutions and individuals involved in research of
the post-Soviet sphere. Two volumes were published.

It also worth mentioning a unique series: Św. Grzegorz Peradze.
Dzieła zebrane (St. Grigol Peradze: Collected Works). It required 10 years to gather, systematize and translate the academic
output of the outstanding Georgian professor of the University
of Warsaw, martyred in Auschwitz. This was achieved through
the tireless work and dedication of Fr. Henryk Paprocki and Dr.
David Kolbaia. So far, 3 volumes have been published and volumes 4 and 5 are currently being prepared for printing.
In 2011, the Centre published a Georgian edition of Pan Tadeusz on the basis of a manuscript from 1955, written by a Georgian officer contracted by the Polish Army during the interwar
period. The publication was edited by Dr. David Kolbaia.
As of 2008, the Centre also maintains the online Biuletyn Informacyjny Studium (Centre’s Informational Bulletin) available
on our website. It is currently divided into 8 sections: Russia,
Moldova and Ukraine, Lithuania and Belarus, Baltic Countries,
Central Europe, the Balkans, Central Asia and the Caucasus.
Each section is updated three times a week with the most up to date news from local media translated into Polish. The BIS chief editor is Maria Przełomiec and the editing team is
made up of Eastern Studies graduates and scholarship students.

Currently, besides the earlier mentioned Obóz and Przegląd Wschodni, the Centre regularly
publishes three other publications. The oldest of them is Pro Georgia. Journal of Kartvelogical Studies, appearing since 1991. In its 25 years of activity, it has become one of the most
important academic publications dedicated to the wide-ranging subject of Kartvelogical
(Georgian) and Caucasian issues, not only in Poland, but in the rest of Europe. In 2015,
a 25th anniversary-edition volume will be issued. The editing committee is composed of:
David Kolbaia (chief editor), Fr. Henry Parocki, Wojciech Materski and Jan Malicki.
.
In December 2010, the first volume of the bi-annual Nowy Prometeusz (New Prometheus)
appeared, jointly published by the Centre and the Common House of Caucasus. The publication contains materials pertaining to the history of the Promethean Movement, as well as
contemporary problems in the post-Soviet region. The editing team is composed of Eastern
Studies graduates – Hijran Aliyeva (until 2014, chief editor) Aleksandra Gryźlak and Tadeusz Iwański. 2015 heralded the appearance of the 7th and 8th volumes.

St. Grigol Peradze: Collected Works
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SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAMS
Besides the scholarships which allow students from countries in Eastern Europe, the
Caucasus and Central Asia the opportunity to complete M.A. Eastern Studies, the Centre
for East European Studies also maintains or co-coordinates a number of other scholarship programs for applicants from Eastern Europe.

The program’s sponsor is the Polish-American Freedom Foundation and its patron, Lane
Kirkland, the legendary American union leader and supporter of Solidarność, who aided
the movement during its years underground. Kirkland passed away in 1999.

Participants of a political science course organized by the Centre for East European
Studies, 2005

In the years 2004-2008, the Centre created and ran the “Kurs Studiów Politologicznych”
(Political Science Studies Course), financed by the Polish government. Around 70 individuals participated in this scholarship program. The scholarships were for applicants to
attend a year-long supplementary political science course within the framework of Eastern
Studies at the University of Warsaw. The program was directed at candidates from Belarus,
Ukraine, Moldova and Kaliningrad.

“Young Scholars” meet with Vice-Minister Jerzy Pomianowski at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, 2011

The Scholarship Program for Young Scholars was started in 2003 and is addressed to candidates from Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Central Asia and the Caucasus. The scholarships are intended for the realization of academic training in the form of year-long individual supplementary studies.
Applicants are usually Ph.D. holders, young lecturers or university graduates who wish to
continue their studies after returning home. The scholarship enables them to bring back
the knowledge they have gained and spread it in their home country. Scholarship recipients receive academic supervision from specialists in their chosen subject of interest.
Academic supervisors also later act as promoters for scholarship recipients when they
write their final papers.
Each year, 70 scholarship students take part. They are young humanities students that improve their qualifications during a 9-month apprenticeship at any one of the best schools
of higher education in Poland. Since its inception, over 500 individuals have taken part
in the program.

Scholarship recipients of the first edition of the Lane Kirkland Scholarship Program
with Zbigniew Brzeziński, Pałac Kazimierzowski UW, 2000

The Centre also acts as the academic coordinator for the Krzysztof
Skubiszewski Scholarship, under the patronage of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Poland.
The program was funded in 2001,
by the family of Krzysztof Skubiszewski and is available to candidates from Central Europe, the
Balkans, the Baltic states, Eastern
Europe, Russia, Central Asia and
the Caucasus region.

Since the 2000-01 academic year, the Centre takes part in maintaining the Lane Kirkland Scholarship Program – initially as the organizer and first coordinator, and recently as the coordinating institution in Warsaw. The scholarships are for candidates interested in issues of change,
especially those concerning the economy, nations and societies during periods of transformation. The scholarships are for applicants from Eastern European, Central Asian and Caucasian
countries, as well as from Russia.

Graduates of the Lane Kirkland Scholarship Program receive their diplomas, Pałac
Kazimierzowski UW, 2002

Krzysztof Skubiszewski Scholarship poster, 2012
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From 2001-2009, the Centre for
East European Studies was also
the academic coordinator of scholarships granted by the German
Historical Institute in Warsaw.
The scholarships are 1-2 months
long and available to young historians from Ukraine, Belarus,
Lithuania, Latvia and Kaliningrad. Each scholarship recipient
receives an academic supervisor
selected by the Centre. Over 40
historians from Eastern Europe have taken advantage of this
scholarship.
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EAST EUROPEAN WINTER SCHOOL
The Jan Nowak-Jeziorański College of Eastern Europe in Wrocław and the Centre for East
European Studies UW have been jointly organizing the East European Winter School since 2004. It is (as opposed to the Summer School, which is directed at young researchers)
intended for students in their final year of M.A. studies in humanities, from countries formerly part of the USSR and Communist Bloc. We already have over 300 graduates from 15
countries in Central and Eastern Europe.

The Winter School program consists of lectures and seminars presented by professors from
Polish academic and research institutions, as well as from abroad. Among them are graduates of the East European Summer School, now giving lectures to their younger colleagues.
The subject of the Winter School is based on a wide variety of historical and contemporary
problems concerning Central and Eastern Europe.

Participants of the 11th Winter School visit Jasna Góra, 2012

The Winter School also has a cultural program. Participants tour Warsaw and Wrocław;
visiting museums and meeting with representatives of art and culture.
Lecturers of the Winter School have included, among others: Jan Nowak-Jeziorański (Warsaw), Bohdan Osadczuk (Berlin), Leopold Unger (Brussels), Andrzej Wajda (Warsaw), Jerzy Pomianowski (Kraków), Jerzy Stępień (Warsaw), Elżbieta Stadtmueller (Wrocław), Andrzej Ananicz (Warsaw), Erics Jekabsons (Riga), Cornelius Ochmann (Berlin), Jan Holzer
(Brno), Mykoła Riabczuk (Kiev), Rustis Komuntavicius (Kovno), Imre Molnar (Budapest).

Poster for the first edition of the East European Winter School, 2004

For many of the Winter School participants it is their first academic trip to Poland. Teaching
students in their last year of studies, preparing their M.A. theses and reflecting on the continuation of their studies in the future, affords us the opportunity to achieve far-reaching
and permanent results.

Winter School participants visit the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Sala im. J. Giedroycia MSZ,
2013

Many graduates of the Winter School go on to take Eastern Studies or take advantage of
other scholarship programs.

Special guest, Prof. Bohdan Osadczuk, gives the opening lecture of the 5th Winter School,
2008

Diploma presented to one of the graduates of the 12th Winter School from Ukraine, 2015
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BILATERAL SCHOOLS
The organization of the so-called “National Schools” project was the Centre’s response to
the need to educate future elites and leaders of social change, as well as leaders in the realms
of science, culture, politics, the media and civil society that are actively engaged in building
a civil society in East European countries.
To date the Centre of East European Studies has organized the following National Schools:
Polish-Russian School (2007-2012 and 2014)
Polish-Ukrainian School (2008)
Polish-Caucasian School (2008)
Polish-Moldavian School (2008)
Polish-Belarusian School (2008)
The National Schools are intended to promote discussion on the subjects of history, contemporaneity, place and image of the students’ countries in Europe, as well as their mutual
relations with Poland amidst the backdrop of transformation and change in Europe and
the World. During the National School, participants have the opportunity to learn, enter
into new academic environments and meet distinguished scholars, as well as exchange ideas and experiences. The knowledge and information learned during the National School is
utilized by participants in their later research and studies.

Participants of the Polish-Ukrainian School in front of the Presidential Palace in Warsaw.
November 2008

Participants of the First Polish-Russian School with Andrzej Wajda, Sala Narożna,
Pałac Potockich UW, 2007

National School participants are Ph.D. candidates, young scholars, artists, journalists, publishers and social activists. The National School program has been in existence since 2007
and over 250 young people from Eastern Europe have taken part in it.

Adam Daniel Rotfeld gives
the opening lecture of the 5th
Polish-Russian School, 2012

Unfortunately most of the National Schools no longer receive supplementary funding and
currently, only the Polish-Russian School is still organized. It has been under the patronage
of Sokrates Starynkiewicz (1820-1902) – a Russian general and President of Warsaw (18751892), with two monuments erected in his honor by the Poles themselves – and Dmitry
Filosofov (1872-1940) – publicist, literary critic and political activist.
National School
Information Posters

Panel discussion during the Polish-Moldovan School, 2008. From left to right: Stanisław
Koziej, Andrzej Ananicz, Wiktor Ross

Polish-Belarusian School, University of Białystok, December 2008. From left to right:
Jan Malicki, Sokrat Janowicz, Andrzej Sadowski
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Lew Sapieha Award & Ivan Wyhowski Award
The Lew Sapieha Award is under the honorary patronage of the Office of the Polish President. The award was established on the initiative of the Centre for East European Studies of
the University of Warsaw and the College of Eastern Europe in Wrocław. In addition, it is is
supported by the University of Warsaw, the Jagiellonian University in Kraków, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan, the University of Wrocław and the University of Białystok.

Diploma of the Ivan Wyhowski Award, 2015
Lew Sapieha Award Ceremony, Sala Senatu UW, 2013. From left to right: B. Borusewicz
(Chairman of the Polish Senate), H. Wujec (representative of the Polish President),
P. Rudkouski (2013 laureate), A. Lahviniec (2012 laureate), J. Januszkiewicz (2007 laureate)

The Ivan Wyhowski Award was established in 2014, by the Centre for East European Studies UW and was created in order to honor the achievements of Ukrainian citizens in the
areas of science, culture and public life, as well as shaping the progress of civil society in
Ukraine and the building of a democratic Ukraine in a European direction and in keeping
with the best traditions of the former Rzeczypospolita, also taking into consideration historical, contemporary and future relations between Ukraine, Poland and Europe.

The main conception behind the award is that laureates of the award give lectures during
the academic year at various universities. There they are offered good living and working
conditions, and they are able to give lectures on subjects connected to the history and contemporaneity of Belarus, thereby presenting Polish students with the opportunity to become more familiar with Belarusian issues. Simultaneously, laureates have the opportunity to
realize their own academic and archival research ambitions through access to the largest
academic libraries in Poland.
The aim of the award is to recognize and honor Belarusian citizens for their achievements
in the shaping and development of civil society in Belarus and in building an independent
and democratic Belarus; open to Europe and invoking the finest historical traditions of the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The award ceremony takes place each year at the University of Warsaw on April 4, the birthday of the award’s patron – Lew Sapieha, Court Secretary to King Stefan Batory, as well as Grand Chancellor and Great Hetman of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania.

Ivan Wyhowski Award Jury and Laureates, Sala Senatu UW, 2014. From left to right: B. Hud,
D. Ziolkovskiy, V. Gorchynska, A. Nowak, J. Malicki, V. Kharkhun, M. Flis, S. Czopek,
J. A. Dąbrowski, U. Paprocka-Piotrowska, B. Godlewska-Żyłkiewicz, J. Witkoś, H. Wujec

Laureates of the award are specialists in humanities-related studies and are given the opportunity of a year-long academic stay at any one of six Polish universities. There they give
lectures connected to the history and contemporaneity of Ukraine and the region, or related
to Polish-Ukrainian relations. They are also afforded the opportunity to conduct their own
archival and research studies. The award also grants apprenticeships to Ukrainian scholars
in the areas of science, social science and economics for a period of four months at one of
two Polish universities. The award is supported by 21 Polish institutions of higher learning.
The Ivan Wyhowski award is under the patronage of the President of Poland.

Lew Sapieha Award Jury and Laureate, Sala Narożna, Pałac
Potockich UW, 2015. From left to right: R. Radzik, J. A. Dąbrowski,
I. Sorkina (laureate), E. Smułkowa, T. Tomaszewski, M. Gawęcki, M. Flis,
B. Godlewska-Żyłkiewicz, J. Malicki

Award laureates include: 2006 – Dr. Walancin Hołubieu, historian (Minsk); 2007 – Dr.
Jazep Januszkiewicz, literary scholar (Minsk); 2008 – Dr. Siarhiej Tokć, historian (Grodno); 2009 – Dr. Aliaksandr Żłutka, philologist (Minsk); 2010 – Dr. Uladzimir Liakhouski,
historian (Minsk); 2011 – Dr. Andrei Liakhovich, political scientist (Minsk); 2012 – Dr.
Aliaksandr Lahviniec, historian (Minsk); 2013 – Piotr Rudkouski, philosopher and theologian (Konvalishki); 2014 – Dr. Ina Sorkina, historian (Grodno); 2015 – Prof. Aliaksandr Smalianchuk, historian (Grodno) and Dr. Aliaksandr Bialacki, a human rights activist from Minsk, who won the award in 2012, but was unable to receive it at the time as
he was in prison.

Ivan Wyhowski Award Jury and Laureates, Sala Złota, Pałac Kazimierzowski UW, 2015.
From left to right kneeling: S. Shvydiuk, Y. Stetsyshyn, V. Kutia, V. Kusnezh, V. Dolinovskyi,
V. Iatsenko, M. Sharan. From left to right standing: R. Motoryn, N. Minenkova,
M. Khmelyarchuk, J. A. Dąbrowski, Y. Horlov, S. Trzcieliński, A. Siwik, B. Fiedor, M. Nakonieczny,
S. Czopek, M. Flis, A. Nowak, T. Kapitaniak, A. Jezierski, M. Szyndel, A. Juzwenko, J. Pająk, J. Malicki
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KONSTANTY KALINOWSKI SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
The government-sponsored Konstanty Kalinowski Scholarship Program – under the patronage of the Polish Prime Minister – is the largest program in Europe that lends assistance
to young Belarusians unable to study in Belarus due to their political views.

Graduate reunion in Mostowlany, the birthplace of Konstanty Kalinowski, December 2008

As of 2015, 206 students study under the auspices of the Konstanty Kalinowski Scholarship Program and 273 individuals have graduated the program. In 2012, the first reunion
and conference of scholarship graduates took place in Warsaw. The second reunion took
place in Białowieża in 2014.

Signing the Konstanty Kalinowski Scholarship Program Letter of Intent – Prime Minister
Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz and Alaksandr Milinkievič, opposition candidate for the office
of President of Belarus, 30 March 2006, A. Mickiewicz hall, Auditorium Maximum UW

The elections on 19 March 2006 in Belarus led to mass protests and, consequently, to large-scale arrests and mass repressions against opposition activists. The program was created due to the immediate response to events in Belarus by the Polish government and
authorities of Polish higher education institutions. On 30 March 2006, Prime Minister
Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz and Alaksandr Milinkievič, representative of the United Democratic Forces of Belarus, as well as university rectors representing the Conference of
Polish University Rectors (KRUP) and the Conference of Polish Academic School Rectors
(KRASP), signed a Letter of Intent at the University of Warsaw. As a result, a previously
unforeseen opportunity to educate new Belarusian elites in a democratic and European
spirit was made possible.

Participants of the annual meeting organized for new scholarship students light
candles at the cross commemorating the spot were Gen. Józef Bułak-Bałachowicz was
assassinated, Białowieża, December 2014

Meeting in “the birthplace of Solidarność”, Gdansk Shipyard. Anna Walentynowicz and
scholarship recipients during a field trip around Poland as part of the preparatory
course for scholarship recipients, August 2006

The patron of the newly created Scholarship Program became Konstanty Kalinowski (18381864) – he took part in the January Uprising and was the plenipotentiary of the insurgent
government on the territory of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. He was later executed in
Wilno He is remembered as a defender of Belarusians and their culture and continues to be
widely respected among Belarusians. The program is attached to the Centre for East European Studies UW.
Each year, after completing a 6-week preparation course, scholarship recipients are assigned
to appropriate studies at universities all over Poland. In order to integrate and acclimatize
each new group of students, the Centre organizes an annual meeting of all the scholarship
recipients in Białowieża.
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S.E.N.S.E.
STRATEGIC ECONOMIC NEEDS AND SECURITY EXERCISE
In 2006-08, the Centre for East European Studies – on behalf of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs – was the coordinator of the S.E.N.S.E. (Strategic Economic Needs and Security Exercise) program, offering training to government, public administration and non-government
officials from various countries, mostly in Central and Eastern Europe. The training sessions
were prepared in cooperation with the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the United States Institute of Peace (USIP) and took place at the War Games and Simulation Centre of the
Polish National Defense University in Rembertów.

The second part was comprised of training in negotiation techniques and conflict resolving methods, as well as a computer simulation. The simulation was carried out on the
basis of a license granted to the Centre for East European Studies by USIP. Three training
sessions were held in 2006 for government, business and NGO representatives from Moldova (July) and Ukraine (September-October). Representatives of independent civil society from Belarus also received training in December. Representatives of Azerbaijan
and Georgia underwent training in 2007. Two training sessions were attended by groups
from Serbia, Afghanistan and Ukraine in 2008. So far, 330 people have taken part in these training sessions.

Participants of “S.E.N.S.E.-Serbia” during seminars led by A. Kamela-Sowińska and S. Koziej
pertaining to transformation issues, 2008

Participants of “S.E.N.S.E.-Belarus” for civil society groups, 2006

The program consisted of two parts: academic classes and a computer simulation. In the
first part, participants attended a cycle of wide-ranging seminars discussing issues related
to systemic, economic and social transformation. The seminars were taught by former senior state officials with hands-on experience during the transformation process in Poland,
including: Aldona Kamela-Sowińska, Halina Wasilewska-Trenkner, Radosław Sikorski, Jerzy Stępień, Jerzy Regulski, Stanisław Koziej and Henryk Szlajfer.

Participants of “S.E.N.S.E.-Ukraine”, Pałacyk MSZ, ul. Foksal, 2008

The S.E.N.S.E. workshop is a computer simulation based on making decisions in a post-conflict environment. The simulation was created by the American Institute for Defense Analyses. During the workshop, each participant is given a certain role – politician, NGO worker,
business person or representative of an international organization. Players function in the
realities of the fictional ethnically divided country of Akrona, while attempting to make decisions appropriate to achieving the goal set before them. A great advantage of the simulation is
that it is possible to observe the long-term effects of a player’s decisions and activity. The training coordinator on behalf of the Centre for East European Studies is Dr. Andrzej Ananicz.

Participants of “S.E.N.S.E.-Azerbaijan” during the simulation workshop at the National
Defense University, 2007

Participants of “S.E.N.S.E.-Ukraine” during the simulation workshop with then Polish
Defense Minister Radosław Sikorski, 2006

Participants of “S.E.N.S.E.-Afghanistan”, Pałac Kazimierzowski UW, 2008
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
On 12 April 2006, on the initiative of the Centre for East European Studies, a Consortium
made up of Ukrainian Universities and the University of Warsaw was formed. At the moment it consists of the following schools:

During the Consortium meeting in October 2014, it was decided to initiate “Consortium
Awards” for the best book published at a Consortium university, as well as the best publication resulting from Ph.D. research.

University of Warsaw
and
Ternopil National Pedagogical University
Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv
Chernivtsi National University
National University of Ostroh Academy
Kamianets-Podilskyi National University
Volhynia National University in Lutsk
National University of Kyiv: Mohyla Academy
Prykarpattia National University
Zhytomyr National University
Institute of Slavic Studies in Rivne
Kharkiv National University
Sumy National Pedagogical University

In 2013, in recognition of his efforts to strengthen Polish-Ukrainian academic cooperation,
Dir. Malicki was awarded the title of Doctor honoris causa from Ostroh Academy and Prykarpattia National University in Ivano-Frankivsk. In 2014, the senate of the National University of Kyiv, Mohyla Academy bestowed Dir. Malicki with the title of Professor honoris
causa.
The Centre also possesses much experience in cooperating with academic institutions in
the Southern Caucasus. In 2006, as a result of an agreement signed between Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University and the University of Warsaw, The Caucasus Bureau, formally
an academic unit of the Centre, was established.
The Caucasus Bureau ‘s managing secretary, Krzysztof Łukjanowicz, works in Tbilisi and
his activities are coordinated by the head of the Centre’s Caucasian Seminar, Dr. David
Kolbaia. The Caucasus Bureau’s most important responsibilities include the organization
of cooperation between academic units of the University of Warsaw and South Caucasian
universities, academic and organizational assistance for Polish scholars and students conducting research in Georgia, the organization of library materials sent by units of the University of Warsaw and cooperation with the Polish Embassy in Tbilisi in organizing academic and cultural events in Georgia
The Centre’s achievements were recognized by the President of Georgia, Mikheil Saakashvili, who awarded the Order of Georgia to Dir. Malicki and Col. Tadeusz Krząstek in 2011, as
well as to Dr. David Kolbaia in 2013, for their contributions to the development of Polish-Georgian relations.

Rectors of the Consortium of Ukrainian Universities and the University of Warsaw along
with representatives of the Polish Consulate in Lviv, 13 May, 2013. From left to right:
M. Zieniewicz, M. Orlikowski, J. Drozd, M. Pałys, J. Malicki, B. Buyak. In the second row:
T. Marusyk, S. Kopylov, I. Cependa, I. Kocan, I. Pasichnyk, P. Sauch.
In the third row: S. Ignatiev, I. Shtejmiler, Z. Nazirov, V. Melnychuk, Y. Redkva, V. Strutynskyi

The main goal of the Consortium is supporting cooperation between the University of
Warsaw and universities in Ukraine, such as student and staff exchanges, mutual research
and publication projects, conferences (the cyclical East European Students’ Conference) and
summer schools.
The Consortium’s aim is also the development of Eastern Studies and the promotion of
Eastern and Central European research within the region. In order to realize this goal, four
universities have begun a program of joint Eastern Studies: National University of Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, Ukrainian Catholic University in Lviv, Prykarpattia National University in Ivano-Frankivsk and National University of Ostroh Academy.

Meeting of the Consortium of Ukrainian Universities and the University of Warsaw in
Chernivtsi, 18-19 September. 2011. From left to right: J. Redkwa, A. Skydan, J. Malicki, A. Kuźma,
H. Litwin, S. Melnychuk

Members of the Order of Georgia: Col. Tadeusz Krząstek, Dir. Jan Malicki (above)
and Dr. David Kolbaia (below)
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INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The Centre is always represented at the Congress of Belarusian Studies, organized by Vytautus Magnus University.

The Centre’s achievements in furthering academia in Georgia have also been recognized.
In 2008, the St. Grigol Peradze Tbilisi Teaching University awarded the title of Doctor honoris causa to Director Jan Malicki, Dr. David Kolbaia, and Fr. Henryk Paprocki, a close
collaborator of the Centre.

Doctors honoris causa at the St. Grigol Peradze Tbilisi University, 15 September 2009.
From left to right: Fr. H. Paprocki, Dir. J. Malicki and Dr. D. Kolbaia

Another form of international academic cooperation is the M. A. Rasulzade Scholarship,
jointly funded by the Centre for East European Studies and the Slavic University in Baku.
It is intended for students of the University of Warsaw to study at the Slavic University
in Baku. The program for Baku Slavic University scholars for study at the University of
Warsaw, in turn, is the J. Piłsudski Scholarship. The first scholarship recipient from the
University of Warsaw was Dir. Malicki, who presented a series of lectures on the Promethean Movement to students and Ph.D. candidates at the Slavic University.

Prof. Alain Besançon is awarded the title of Doctor honoris causa by the University
of Warsaw (by the Centre’s initiative). From left to right: J. Adamowski (Head of the Faculty
of Journalism and Political Science), A. Besançon (Dr. H.C.), M. Pałys (UW Rector), J. Malicki
(presenting the eulogy)

The Centre’s international cooperation allows students of Eastern Studies various opportunities for travel abroad. As part of the Erasmus Program, our students have studied at
Regensburg University, Masaryk University in Brno and Vytautus Magnus University in
Kovno. Students may also take advantage of various exchange programs, often opting to
travel to Georgia and Russia. From 2010-2015, students and graduates of Eastern Studies
took part in the Leon Wasilewski Apprenticeship program, during which they worked at the
office of MEP Paweł Kowal at the European Parliament in Brussels.

The Centre also closely cooperates with Vytautus Magnus University in Kovno. On 26
November 2009, on the basis of this cooperation, Dir. Malicki became one of the co-founders of the Institute of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. The institute’s primary goal is
cultivating, researching and propagating the legacy of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. Besides its research and publication activities, the institute organizes lectures, conferences
and various training schools. In 2013, the institute established the Prof. Juliusz Bardach
Award. The late Prof. Bardach was an eminent historian and leading researcher on the
subject of the Grand Duchy.

Visit of Prof. Giorgi Khubua, Rector of Ivane Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University, 19 March
2008. From left to right: D. Kolbaia, J. Malicki, A. Szengelaja, G. Khubua, K. ChałasińskaMacukow, W. Tygielski

Conference of the Institute of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania in Warsaw, Sala Senatu UW,
30 June, 2012. From left to right: J. Komar, A. Pukszto, J. Malicki, R. Kamuntavicius

Members of the UW delegation in Baku pay their respects at the grave of Paweł Potocki
(Polish engineer and oil extraction expert) on the coast of the Caspian Sea, 2005. From
left to right: K. Rawska-Górecka (Polish Embassy in Baku), L. Mróz and J. Malicki (UW),
W. Górecki (Polish Embassy in Baku), W. Tygielski (UW)

President of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliyev, visits the University of Warsaw for a meeting
organized by the Centre for East European Studies, Sala Senatu UW, 31 March 2005
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ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY
ON THE POP IVAN MOUNTAIN
The concept of the Polish-Ukrainian Centre for Young Scholars was brought about through
the cooperation of the Centre for East European Studies UW and V. Stefanyk National University of Prykarpattia in Ivano-Frankivsk in 2006.

Sunset on Pop Ivan, viewed from the Observatory, November 2013

Since 2011 the project receives grants from the Polish Ministry of Culture. Initially, these
grants were used in order to evaluate the architectural and technical state of the site and the
renovation project. Currently these grants fund the restoration and renovation of the site.
The realization of the Polish-Ukrainian Centre for Young Scholars is especially important
considering how difficult and complicated Polish-Ukrainian relations have been in the past
and continue to be in some areas. The project creates the opportunity for the construction
of a place and institution guaranteeing a space for the cooperation of academic circles and
young intellectual elites of both countries in the not so distant future.
Winning project for the construction of the University of Warsaw Astronomical
Observatory at the summit of Pop Ivan, 1936
The
Observatory
on Pop Ivan in
Charnohora.
The summit of
Pop Ivan is 2028
m and located
20 km from
Verkhovyna
(formerly
Żabie). It is the
third highest
summit in
this part of
the Eastern
Carpathians

The project was presented to the Presidents of Poland and Ukraine in July 2007, who subsequently mentioned the project in a shared Polish-Ukrainian presidential addresses and
gave it their full support. The project was included in several „Road Maps” documents signed between the two countries (2007-2011). The project falls under the honorary patronage of the President of Poland and the President of Ukraine. The Polish-Ukrainian Centre
for Young Scholars project consists of three parts:
1. Restoration of the UW Astronomical Observatory on the summit of Pop Ivan in Charnohora;
2. Construction of new facilities to house the Polish-Ukrainian Centre for Young Scholars
in Mikulichyn;
3. Opening the “Stanisław Vincenz Polish-Ukrainian Centre for Cooperation”

After 70 years the Observatory shines again after the roof is covered with copper sheeting,
Pop Ivan, September 2012

The Observatory in winter, 2009/10

The most advanced element of the project is the restoration of the Józef Piłsudski Meteorological and Astronomical Observatory, which was completed in 1938 on the summit of Pop Ivan in
the Charnohora mountain range, right on the border of Poland and Czechoslovakia (in 1939
Poland and Hungary), now part of Ukraine. A mountain lodge is set to be built there, creating
a symbolic destination for the mountain treks of Polish and Ukrainian students, as well as fulfilling a didactic and research role – including practical experience for students of astronomy,
botany, geography, etc. The site will also serve as a lookout point and permanent base for the
Ukrainian Mountain Rescue Service and the Polish-Ukrainian School of Mountain Rescue.

The rotunda of the Astronomical Observatory is saved from the elements following the
installation of the roof, Pop Ivan, 15 November 2013
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AFTER THE SMOLENSK CATASTROPHE
During a flight to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the Katyn Massacre, a group of
nearly 100 people, including Polish President Lech Kaczyński and wife, Presidential Ministers, the Deputy Speakers of the Polish Sejm and Senate, the Deputy Minister of Foreign
Affairs, MPs, Senators, Generals and Commanding Officers of various branches of the Polish Armed Forces, bishops and clergymen of various faiths, as well as descendants of the
victims of the Katyn Massacre, all perished. The catastrophe also claimed the lives of many
close friends of the Centre for East European Studies – people who were very close to us,
for whom “Eastern issues” were just as important as they are for us, and with whom we
often cooperated on various projects.
On the day of the tragedy and in the following weeks, the whole country went into deep
mourning. In the East, the catastrophe also evoked great sadness and regret. The Centre
received many messages of commiseration from universities, colleagues and lecturers, as
well as former students and scholarship recipients from many countries in the region. On
the day of the tragedy, the Centre’s website was made dark and news of the catastrophe was
posted in Polish, English, Russian, Ukrainian, Belarusian, Georgian, Armenian, Azerbaijani and Lithuanian. We also shared a text, In Memoriam, in which Dir. Malicki remembered
the late President of Poland, Lech Kaczyński, and those close to the Centre that lost their lives. We also created an electronic book of condolence, which was quickly filled with warm
messages of commiseration from all over the world.

The Centre’s band next to
President Kaczyński’s coffin.
Chapel of the Presidential Palace,
night 11/12 April 2010

Centre for East European Studies Guard of Honor composed of lecturers, workers, and students in the Presidential Palace. From left to right: M. Łabenda, D. Lebedeva, P. Charkiewicz,
W. Górecki, H. Aliyeva, D. Kolbaia, J. Malicki, A. Juzwenko, W. Ross, I. Jurkowska, a. Mikhnavec, J. Kowalczyk, J. Malicki, T. Krząstek

In the days following the catastrophe, workers and students of the Centre for East European Studies gathered at the Presidential Palace to sign the book of condolence. Following
the return of the presidential couple to Poland, a group of lecturers, administration staff,
scholars and students formed a guard of honor over their coffins.
In commemoration of the tragic event, since 2011, the Centre of East European Studies
organizes an annual remembrance meeting attended by both lecturers and students alike.
The victims of the Smolensk catastrophe are members of a meritorious group dedicated to
“Eastern issues”. Each year on 1 and 2 November a delegation from the Centre goes to pay
its respects by laying wreaths and lighting candles on their graves.

A group of workers and students from the Centre sign the book of condolence, April 2010

Paying respects at the graves of Ukrainian General Marko Bezruczko, S. Petlura’s Ukrainian
Army (Orthodox Cemetery in Wola) and Walery Sławek (Powązki Military Cemetery)

The Centre’s entry in the book of condolence displayed after the Smolensk Catastrophe
in the Presidential Palace, April 2010
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EUROPEAN NIGHT OF MUSEUMS
Since the inception of organizing the European Night of Museums on the grounds of the University of Warsaw in 2010, the Centre has been directly involved every year (especially since,
along with the University Museum, it was one of the first institutions to support this initiative).
So far, the Centre has presented a variety of rich and colorful, cultural and academic programs related to the East, including an exhibition dedicated to Georgian officers in the service of the Polish Army in 2012 (with the support of the Georgian Embassy and prepared
by lecturers such as Col. Tadeusz Krząstek and Dr. David Kolbaia from the Centre), as well
as an exhibition entitled: “Ukrainian Revolution: 1987-1991.” Those who visited the Potocki
Palace in 2013, were able to see the “Pop Ivan Exhibition”, dedicated to the reconstruction of
the old UW Astronomical Observatory on the summit of Pop Ivan, in Ukraine. In 2013, the
Centre’s students also contributed, preparing two displays featuring the Balkan region: “Between North and South” and “Kosovo through the Eyes of Students. Society-Culture-Politics.”
We have also screened films, presented lectures and organized concerts by Eastern artists.
Each year, Andrzej Buczyński, one of our lecturers, organizes educational themed night tours around the UW Campus and surrounding area. We also present our didactic, academic
and publishing achievements. We have managed to organize a number of attractions, one
of the most spectacular being Dir. Jan Malicki’s horseback ride through the University of
Warsaw’s Main Campus in full Kazakh costume and dressed as a Polish nobleman.

Night of Museums 2012 – The Centre for East European Studies Team with Dir. Malicki in the
regalia of a Polish nobleman, UW Main Campus. From left to right: A. Skydan, A. Gryźlak,
J. Wójcik, J. Malicki, W. Brewczyńska, M. Piekarski, T. Krząstek

Night of Museums 2014 – Honor Guard
in front of the plaque commemorating
University of Warsaw professors murdered
during the Second World War, composed
of members of the CYTADELA military
reconstruction group dressed in the
uniforms of Podhale Rifles

Night of Museums 2013 – Concert of
Ukrainian singer and violinist Iryna
Klymbus, Prykarpattia National University
in Ivano-Frankivsk, UW Main Courtyard

Exhibition by: A. Gryźlak and the Centre
for East European Studies Team

Night of Museums 2010 – Students of the Centre in national dress. From left to right:
A. Vertyashkina, M. Kukharenko, A. Rokita, T. Siwuda-Siedlecka, J. Osiński,
A. Warecka (kneeling)

Night of Museums 2011 – Armenian dancing
in front of the main entrance to Pałac
Potockich UW

Night of Museums 2013 – Pop Ivan
Exhibition, Pałac Potockich UW

Night of Museums 2014 – Dir. Malicki’s night ride on horseback dressed as a Polish
nobleman, UW Main Campus
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